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Abstract
Nowadays, online learning has forced educational stakeholders to sufficiently involve online learning by handling the fundamental difference from traditional learning platforms. While educative interaction is vital but very limited to online learning, the teachers should condition the new environment to enable the learning process. However, educative interaction on online learning requires exact syntax to help the teachers implement it correctly. Therefore, this study aimed to identify the implementation of educative learning on online learning and formulate the syntax to help teachers create educative interaction. The study focused on Islamic and Character Education subjects. The research method is qualitative, using in-depth interviews to gather the data. The informants were from 2 different elementary schools. The study result revealed two types of syntax for educative interaction on online learning: the syntax of educative interaction on real-time chatting app and syntax of educative interaction on the video conference app. Every syntax has similar general phases: preparation, introduction, core, and closing. However, every phase has different details, adjusted to the service provided by the application used. Eventually, the teachers' competence and spirit and supporting infrastructure become the primary factors in maximizing the interaction. Besides, application choice determines the strategy that will be done.
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INTRODUCTION

Technology breakthrough has presented online technology that is impactful for every part of human life, including education (Priatmoko, 2018: 232). Meanwhile, dependency on and bonding nowadays' students is inevitable (Ally, 2019; Sakti, 2020). Students in this digital era are more motivated (Komalasari & Saripudin, 2017: 184; Mertasari, 2016: 686; Sumardianta & Kris, 2018) and more likely to imitate any behavior that appeared on online technology (Ormiston, 2011; Panigrahi, Srivastava, & Sharma, 2018: 7). Therefore, the certainty of online technology enforces educational stakeholders to sufficiently involve online learning (Ally, 2019; Jensen, 2016: 13), one of which presents interesting and fun educative interaction.

Educative interaction is a reciprocal relationship between teachers and students in systematic learning to reach its objectives (Sardiman, 2014 as cited in Hayati, Noer, & Khoirol, 2015: 118). The educative interaction contains interactive unsure conditioning students' potential development in rational, humanist, and dialogic ways (Mollah, 2015: 255). Thereby, educative interaction proceeds in full of meaningful activities because it contains new norms that the teachers should transfer to the students (Lestari, 2017).

Educative interaction is conducted directly face-to-face. Along with technology development, educative interaction can be implemented through online learning (Harasim, 2002; Rovai, 2004). The interaction on online learning has different characteristics from the traditional class (Bowers & Kumar, 2015; Hass & Joseph, 2018). The fundamental difference is on the distant location between the teachers and the students and utilize internet networks for the interaction (Anderson, 2011; Mustofa, Chodzirin, & Sayekti,
Thus, Educative interaction is limited (Bowers & Kumar, 2015: 28; Cole, Shelley, & Swartz, 2014).

Considering its fundamental difference, the teachers should condition online technology as a new environment that plays an essential role in the learning process. The conditioning can attract students' attention, enable them to save the information, and practice it (Ormrod, Anderman, & Anderman, 2017: 351; Santrock, 2011: 236-237). Consequently, the teachers are expected to create educative interaction online, which is interesting while also developing students' potency (Wang et al., 2019; Wuensch, Aziz, Ozan, Kishore, & Tabrizi, 2008).

The establishment of educative interaction is adjusted to the subjects' characteristics. In this study, the focused study is Islamic and Character Education subject called PAI subject. The PAI subject's characteristics emphasize the balance between faith and worship for the world and the life hereafter (Irsad, 2016; Mahmudi, 2019). There are several activities (1) knowledge transfer, understanding and story or history, (2) faith internalization and obedience, (3) training for worship and social skills, and (4) memorization (Irsad, 2016).

Every educative interaction requires exact syntax to help the teachers implement it correctly. However, according to past literature, it is not found studies focusing on the syntax for online learning. Most studies focused on traditional class context when analyzing educative interaction on PAI subjects (e.g., Hayati et al., 2015; Nuroni & Kambali, 2016; Saifuddin, 2018) and the strategy to develop value-based interactive multimedia to build educative interaction (Cahyono, 2019; Komalasari & Saripudin, 2017).
On the other hand, some studies focus on online learning context, dealing with basic principles for educative interaction such as introduction, student participation, and facilities (Robinson, Sheffield, Phillips, & Moore, 2017). In comparison, some other studies compared educative interaction in the traditional and online context and common strategy in developing educative interaction on online learning (Rapchak, 2018; Shu & Gu, 2018). A study conducted by Ally (2019) proposed that the teachers should own competencies to manage and create educative interaction on online learning. However, the proposed competence still lacks presenting educative interaction skills and knowledge (Mishra, Gupta, & Shree, 2020).

Therefore, this study aimed to identify the implementation of educative learning on online learning and formulate the syntax to create educative interaction, especially for PAI subjects. Bandura stated that the identification and syntax formulation was conducted using Social Cognitive Theory approach (Bandura, 1999). The study is expected to give PAI teachers or other subject teachers insights, which have similar characteristics to PAI subjects about building educative interaction on online learning.

METHODS

This study is a qualitative study that used an in-depth interview to gather the data. There were six initial questions to be asked to the informants, which expanded based on the informants' responses. The interview process was conducted in August 2020. This study investigated the experiences of 2 PAI teachers who are utilizing online learning platforms in this pandemic era. Each teacher represented one school. Further data about the teachers as the informants in this study are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Informant data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Informant</th>
<th>Information about Informants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Teacher 1</td>
<td>Teaching PAI in SDN 366 IRK Bandung Class V &amp; VI with teaching experience for ten years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Teacher 2</td>
<td>Teaching PAI in SD Al Muslim Tambun District Bekasi class IV &amp; V with teaching experience for 13 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The informants were chosen based on the teacher's interest to support online learning. The information about teachers' interest in online learning was based on the PAI teacher chatting community's recommendation in the greater Bandung. Therefore, the sampling technique applied is a purposive sampling (Sugiyono, 2018: 301).

The data analysis was conducted in three steps: 1) listen carefully to the interview recordings one by one, 2) Analyze the data and synthesize the strategy of educative interaction for each school, 3) formulate the strategy of educative interaction online learning in the form of learning syntax.

DISCUSSION

The educative interaction on online learning can be practiced using real-time chatting apps (e.g., Whatsapp), virtual class apps (e.g., Google Classroom), video conference apps (e.g., Zoom Meeting and Google Meet), and other similar apps. Based on all informants' information, learning activities' implementation is adjusted to the students' situation and capability, especially on providing the peripherals and internet connection facilities. For this reason, the teachers' competence and interest are required to maximize it (Ally, 2019; Jevtic, 2014: 79; Mishra et al., 2020). Besides, parents' understanding, supports are also required. The parents' role will help the children's education
process, especially for online learning (Şahinkayasi & Kelleci, 2013: 119; Sahroni & Latief, 2019: 157).

Education interaction in learning activities is divided into three phases: introduction, core, and closing phase (Mujizatullah, 2014: 102; Nurussalami, 2017: 129; Pramujiono & Nurjati, 2017: 152). According to the findings of this study, educative interaction in online learning also needs preparation. The detailed findings for each school are explored in the following sub-section.

**Educative Interaction in SDN 366 IRK Bandung**

Online learning for PAI subject in SDN 366 IRK Bandung using Zoom Meeting, Whatsapp, which is utilized mostly for the preparation and enrichment phase, is conducted outside scheduled learning time. This strategy potentially attracts students' attention (Ormrod et al., 2017: 251) and motivates them to be more enthusiastic in involving the learning process (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020).

The online interaction is started before the learning schedule is started. The teacher told the students through the message about the learning materials and sharing Quran verses, which will be read through Whatsapp. The educative interaction is through Zoom Meeting starting by (1) teachers open the activity by greeting, (2) students' group which is assigned to give inspiring words and full of spirit, (3) teachers greet the students and ask their condition, (4) teachers give the material using video or story related to them being discussed, (5) then the students are asked to re-tell the story or practice the procedure displayed in the video, (6) teachers close the activity by giving conclusions, (7) teachers remind the students to implement and habituate what has been learned and also to be actively involved in the enriching activity.
Generally, the interaction conducted can enable students to save valuable knowledge and skills (Santrock, 2011).

**Educative Interaction in SD Al Muslim Tambun Bekasi**

The online educative interaction for PAI subjects in SD Al Muslim Tambun Bekasi is done through Google Classroom, Google Form, and Google Meet. The use of Google Meet is specialized for students on IV-VI grades, while Google Classroom is used for students on I-III grades. Google Form is used for activity reports and daily worship, which is called the daily activity report. The student must fill out their daily activity report once they have done it.

The implementation of educative interaction through Google Meet in SD Al Muslim Tambun Bekasi, are (1) teachers have been present in the Google Meet before the learning activity is started, (2) the teachers say hello to the students and motivate them to behave and do their worship with fun way, (3) as the time is on, the teachers greet the student with salam, (4) the teachers ask their worship routinely, (5) the teachers give the learning materials using fun language and completed with easy-to-understand, (6) the teachers close the learning activity by reminding the students about honesty and fulfill their daily activity report after they have done the worship.

The teacher's emphasis before the learning activity becomes one of the most crucial ways to improve students' trust and confidence toward teachers (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020). Therefore, the students will be more motivated to give attention and wholeheartedly to practice their learning materials (Ormrod et al., 2017).
The Synthesis of Educative Interaction on Online Learning

Based on the implementation of educative interaction in 2 elementary schools above, it can be stated that there is no difference in the phases for educative interaction syntax on online learning. The phases are divided into three phases: introduction, core phase, and closing phase. Even though the phases are similar, educative interaction needs more skills and creativity to present enjoyable activities (Ally, 2019). The teachers should show not monotonous activities and utilize short videos and exciting pictures with color variation to stimulate students.

Besides, it requires the preparation phase for online learning, which is done before the learning activity started. The preparation phase will help the students be well prepared and self-confident (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020) and improve their attention to the learning activities (Ormrod et al., 2017). In this phase, the teacher reminds students about learning manners to maximize the expected education interactions.

The educative interaction should meet the aspects that enable the students to remember and understand the knowledge, internalize, exercise, and motivate them to learn (Santrock, 2011). One of the efforts to motivate the students is by using the discussion method and utilize various media such as video, images, recording, and a combination of exciting and not boring colors. Besides being motivated, this strategy can also nurture their attention to remember and understand the material more easily (Ormrod et al., 2017: 251). Exercise and evaluation activities can also be done in a fun way in real-time by using Quizizz and Kahoot or similar applications.

In the closing phase, the teacher should always remind and inculcate Ihsan’s values to always feel supervised by Allah (Idharudin, Alim, & Al
Kattani, 2019: 61). The approach is expected to nurture self-control, such as feel guilty when doing deviation (Josephson & Hanson, 2004: 4), and to nurture honesty, integrity, and responsibility (Schuller, 2004: 51). So, students can be motivated to be earnest and enthusiastic in carrying out assignments or exercises independently and practice worship honestly as best as possible.

One of the schools conducts enrichment outside of the scheduled activities. However, this study focuses on scheduled time activities and all the preparation activities before the learning schedule. The educative interaction syntax is divided into two types, educative interaction syntax that uses video conference app such as Zoom Meeting or Google Meet and the real-time chatting app such as Whatsapp. The other application is used only to support the primary activity. Besides, Whatsapp is also used for communication media and anticipates an obstacle related to the internet connection when a learning activity occurs. The educative interaction syntax for video conference apps is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Syntax of educative interaction on Video Conference App

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Activity Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>1. The teachers give information about the learning materials.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(through Whatsapp)</td>
<td>2. If the learning materials about worship exercise, the teachers will send</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>videos or pictures containing the worship procedure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The teachers ask the student to prepare themselves.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. The teachers remind the students about manners of learning (sincere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>intention, neat dressing, activate the camera, and being solicitous on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>following teachers direction)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduction</td>
<td>1. The teachers should present before the learning time is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>started.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The teachers greet the students and ask for their readiness and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>condition of each student who has just come to the video conference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The teachers should open the learning activity by greeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and motivate them about worship and behavior using attractive and friendly language.

4. The teachers ensure all the students and the teachers to activate their video camera.

5. The teachers allow the students' group, which gets the task to give inspiring words to attract students' attention.

6. A short dialogue about the previous materials to the students, alternately according to teachers' permission

| Core | 1. The teachers show a short video or picture or tell a story and present the material interactively according to the subject. |
|      | 2. The teachers ask the students to have an active discussion or ask the student to practice the worship skills shown directly. |
|      | 3. The teachers ask the students to write a conclusion or key points from the discussion or evaluate using Quizizz, Kahoot, or Google Form. |
|      | 4. While waiting for the evaluation process, the teachers allow the student to ask directly about materials. |
| Closing | 1. The teachers conclude and motivate the students to behave well and worship routinely and remind them about Allah's supervision. |
|         | 2. The teachers remind the students to fulfill daily reports on the Google Form or other applications honestly and the documentation. |
|         | 3. The teachers ask the students to re-tell the key points of the materials just given through voice note (Whatsapp) once the learning activities are ended. |
|         | 4. Greeting and say goodbye to the teachers. |

The syntax for the video conference apps above can be adapted to formulate the syntax in real-time chat apps. The proposed syntax is expected to be used by institutions having difficulty organizing online learning via video conference apps. The educative interaction syntax on real-time chatting apps (Whatsapp) is presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Educative interaction syntax on Whatsapp App

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Activity Steps</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Preparation | 1. The teachers give information about the learning materials.  
              2. If the materials are related to worship practice, the teachers send a video or pictures about the worship procedure.  
              3. The teachers ask the student to prepare themselves. |
| Introduction | 1. Greeting and say hello to the students.  
                 2. The teachers check the students' readiness.  
                 3. A short dialogue about the previous materials through voice note: The students' voice note runs alternately. |
| Core       | 1. The teachers ask the students to pay attention or watch the short video or pictures shared in the group.  
                 2. The teachers allow a short dialogue about the materials being discussed through voice note alternately based on teachers' permission, or  
                 3. Practice the worships as the example given from the video or pictures (every student makes documentation and sends it to Google Form).  
                 4. The teachers ask the students to give a short conclusion or points related to the materials. Meanwhile, the students can ask anything about the materials.  
                 5. The teachers send answers to the students' questions using voice notes. |
| Closing    | 1. The teachers ask the students to collect all the conclusions being written through Whatsapp or Google Classroom.  
                 2. The teachers remind the students to fulfill their daily reports on Google Form or other applications honestly and with the documentation.  
                 3. The teachers send voice notes about encouragement to behave and routinely conduct their worship while also reminding them about Allah's supervision.  
                 4. Closing greets from the teachers. |

The syntax for every phase is not rigid on the order (Joyce, Weil, & Calhoun, 2015) to enable the teachers to adjust the actual condition and situation. Both syntaxes have a relatively significant difference in the skill exercise aspect. The practice activities are only supervised and guided directly through video conference. Meanwhile, the application app should be thorough
documentation. To get more effective learning activities, strengthening can be through motivation and self-confidence required by the students (Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2020). Therefore, besides the skills of managing the class, the teachers should show enthusiasm and interest in running the activities.

CONCLUSION

Educative interaction in online learning can be done through various platforms. But the competence and spirits from the teachers become the primary factors in maximizing the interaction. Then, the application choice will determine the strategy that will be done. Besides, supports from infrastructure also plays an important role in enabling the online learning activity.

This study identified several schools that have done educative interaction for PAI subjects. Based on the findings, this study proposed two types of syntax for educative interaction online: the syntax of educative interaction on real-time chatting app and syntax of educative interaction on the video conference app. Every syntax has similar general phases: preparation, introduction, core, and closing. However, every phase has different details, adjusted to the service provided by the application used.

This study is preliminary research that needs further development, including identifying and formulating syntax for other applications. This study also focused on PAI learning so that further studies can be implemented on other subjects with different characteristics. The proposed syntax also needs more detailed technical procedures to be tested to more other schools to get more robust results.
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